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BACKGROUND TO ROMAN WIGAN 

Observations of Roman remains in the North West recorded by several distinguished 
antiquarians were drawn together during the late-nineteenth century by WT Watkin, 
whose Roman Lancashire provided the basis for our current understanding of the 
period in the region (Watkin 1883). Excavations in places such as Chester, 
Middlewich, Manchester, Walton-le-Dale and Lancaster during the past 20 years or so 
have refined this understanding considerably, although basic questions regarding the 
chronology and nature of the Roman occupation of these, and other sites, remain 
unanswered (Buxton and Shotter 1996, 75). One site that has remained especially 
problematic is that known as Coccium from Iter X of the so-called Antonine Itinerary, 
a second-century list of roads and settlements (Rivet and Smith 1981). A 
rationalisation of the distances provided by this document suggested that the site of 
Coccium lay at Wigan (Edwards 1965, 95), which is situated broadly equidistant 
between the important Roman sites at Wilderspool, Walton-le-Dale and Manchester. 
This suggestion is reinforced by reports of Roman artefacts having been found within 
Wigan during the nineteenth century as a result of construction work in the Wallgate, 
King Street and Darlington Street area (Fig 1 ), and the discovery of a probable Roman 
cemetery on the southern edge of the town in 1830 (Watkin 1883, 20). 

EXCAVATIONS AT THE WIEND, 1982-3 

A particular concentration of finds has been identified on the higher ground around 
Library Street and Millgate (Hawkes 1935, 43), suggesting that this part of the town 
may have formed the focus of putative Roman settlement at Wigan. An opportunity to 
test this hypothesis arose in the 1980s, when archaeological excavation accompanied 
the redevelopment of the Wiend, situated within the historic core and close to the high 
point of the town on the western side of Millgate (Fig 1 ). These investigations were 
limited in scale, but eventually revealed the remains of what has been interpreted as a 
Roman military industrial site, comprising a series of timber buildings, furnaces and 
hearths, and a metalled road (Tindall 1983, 27-30). The pottery assemblage from this 
work indicated that the Roman settlement probably originated during the first century, 
and was certainly well established by the beginning of the second century. Curiously, 
although the excavated remains had a distinct Roman military flavour (Jones and 
Price 1985, 29), no unequivocal evidence for a fort was revealed, and whilst Wigan 
was now demonstrably the site of a significant Roman settlement, questions of its 
nature and chronology persisted. 

THE GRAND ARCADE DEVELOPMENT 

A proposal to erect a major new retail facility known as the Grand Arcade provided a 
recent opportunity for fresh Roman discoveries to be made in the town. The proposed 
development (centred on SD 5836 0571) incorporated an area bounded by 
Standishgate to the north-west, Crompton Street to the north, River Way to the east, 
and Millgate to the south-west (Fig 1). This incorporated large parcels of land on the 
opposite side of Millgate to the Wiend. 
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In order to ensure that an adequate record of any surviving archaeological deposits 
was compiled, a condition was placed on the planning application that allowed for an 
archaeological evaluation of the entire site prior to development. This was focused on 
nine separate areas that were considered to have potential to contain archaeological 
remains of all periods. In particular, it was anticipated that evidence for the 
development of the medieval burgage plots to the rear of Millgate would be produced. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVALUATION 

The evaluation, undertaken by Oxford Archaeology North (OA North) between 
September 2004 and February 2005, demonstrated that buried remains of 
archaeological interest survived in situ across the site. In particular, deposits and 
artefacts that could be ascribed firmly to the Roman period were exposed some 75m 
to the south-east of the Wiend. These included several pits and a well-preserved 
hearth, seemingly associated with industrial activity, although residues that typically 
accompany such remains, such as iron-working slag, were conspicuous by their 
absence from the evaluation trenches. The trenches similarly failed to yield any 
structural remains, although a large assemblage of ceramic tile fragments implied that 
the site of a Roman building of some importance lay in close proximity. Significantly, 
there was some evidence, albeit tentative, for a level terrace having been cut into the 
hillside, perhaps to facilitate the erection of such a building. The apparent scale of this 
landscaping implied that a considerable programme of development was undertaken 
during the Roman period. Dating was not secure, but some of the pottery may be 
ascribed a late first-century date. It was also notable that the remains all appeared to 
represent part of a settlement, rather than a military station, echoing the results 
obtained from excavations at the Wiend (Jones and Price 1985). 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION 

Following on immediately from the evaluation, an area of some 1250 m2 was opened 
up for full archaeological excavation. This produced some unexpected and quite 
startling results, and has provided a large body of new evidence for the Roman 
occupation of Wigan. Analysis of the dataset is presently at an early stage, and is 
unlikely to be completed before the end of 2006. The following summary of results 
should therefore be considered as an interim statement. 

The remains of a small post-built structure, discovered within the northern part of the 
excavated area, represented the earliest Roman activity on the site. This insubstantial 
timber building contained a succession of hearths, one of which had been partially 
exposed during the initial evaluation. Complete excavation revealed that some of the 
hearths had been used for metal-working, providing the only indication of Roman 
craft-working activity on the site. This structure appeared to have been abandoned at 
an early date, as it was subsumed by a large Roman building that was erected 
subsequently. The hearths may represent a continuation of the type of activity 
identified at the Wiend, although they may also have been associated with the 
construction of the later building. 
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Figure 1. Location map showing areas of excavation and Roman discoveries in Wigan 
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The main phase of Roman activity identified on the site was focused on a substantial 
stone building, the foundations of which survived in situ. Most of the component 
stones had been removed in antiquity, perhaps during the later Roman period, 
although the original wall foundation trenches remained clearly visible. The building 
measured 37 m long by some 23 m wide, and was divided into several rooms by 
substantial partition walls (Fig 2) that had similarly been of stone. Three rooms within 
the southern part of the building contained the remains of hypocausts, which 
comprised pilae stacks of well-fired ceramic tiles of a fairly uniform size (Fig 3). The 
remains of three praefurnia, or fire-pits, were also discovered, one serving each room. 
These will almost certainly have been used to provide the heat for the hypocausts, 
although it is a little unusual that each room had its own dedicated praefurnium. 
Archaeomagnetic dating of one praefurnium has indicated that it was last in use c AD 
140. 

Another room of the same building lay at a lower level immediately to the east, 
although this contained neither hypocaust nor hearth. However, a large, stone-lined 
channel had been built into the eastern wall of the room, seemingly providing a 
substantial drain down-slope towards the river Douglas. The northern edge of the 
building incorporated at least three well-dressed red sandstone blocks, set 3.5 m apart, 
perhaps forming part of a colonnade. It seems possible that this may have represented 
the main entrance to the building, facing towards the Wiend and the presumed focus 
of the Roman settlement. 

Situated further to the north, and across the edge of the excavation, was a ditch that 
seemed to have marked the boundary of Roman activity on the site; evaluation 
trenches placed to the north of this ditch, and cJose monitoring of earth-moving works 
associated with the new development, yielded no Roman remains or artefacts. Pottery 
recovered from the ditch has been dated provisionally to the late-first I early-second 
century. Another ditch crossed the western part of the site, aligned parallel to Millgate 
and following the natural slope. However, rather than being purely a boundary 
feature, it seems probable that this represented a drain utilising the natural slope of the 
topography, as it deepened to the south. 

Several pits of a Roman date were exposed within the area to the west of the stone 
building, and these produced interesting groups of pottery, iron, glass, and other 
artefacts. Four coins with a date range of AD 69-161 were recovered from the site, 
although the wear they displayed suggests that they were deposited during the early to 
mid-second century. In general, however, the excavation yielded relatively few finds. 
In total, some 1800 sherds of Roman pottery were recovered, but other classes of 
finds were poorly represented, except for ceramic building materials. The footprint of 
the stone building had been filled with a large quantity of roofing material, 
particularly tegulae, which represented the collapsed roof of the structure, or the 
dumped remains of the roof after it had been demolished. This thick layer of tiles also 
contained a single large fragment of a stone column, which had evidently been 
dumped into the hypocaust prior to the deposition of the tiles. 
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Figure 2: Excavation plan of the Roman building and significant features, with 
speculative allocation of room functions 
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Figure 3. Aerial view of the Roman building and its hypocausts, looking south 

OBSERVATIONS 

Whilst it would be foolhardy to offer firm conclusions before analysis has been 
completed, certain observations can be made. The excavated remains demonstrate 
beyond reasonable doubt that Wigan was the site of a Roman settlement of some 
significance, adding considerable weight to any argument for Wigan being the 
Coccium listed in the Antonine Itinerary. The absence of a definite military 
establishment is particularly interesting; a fort is often regarded as a prerequisite for 
any Roman settlement of significance in the North West, although Wigan has yet to 
yield any firm evidence for a military garrison. It is interesting to note that there is 
similarly, as yet, no evidence for a fort associated with the broadly comparable 
Roman settlements at Walton-le-Dale (Gibbons et al forthcoming) and Wilderspool 
(Hinchliffe and Williams 1992), raising the possibility of a settlement type not yet 
firmly recognised in the North West. 
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The large stone building was undoubtedly of some importance. Precise dating cannot 
be attributed to its construction at this stage, although an early second-century date 
seems likely, echoing the intensive period of activity at the Wiend. Its large scale, 
stone construction, and position clearly not within any fort is unusual for a building of 
this date in the North West, and contrasts starkly with the contemporary timber 
buildings identified at the Wiend (Tindall 1983). Moreover, the function and use of 
the stone building differed greatly from the perceived industrial I craft-working nature 
of Roman activity in the Wiend, hinting at a diverse settlement. Similarly, the absence 
of Roman remains to the immediate north of the excavated site suggests that the stone 
building lay in physical isolation from the Wiend area. 

The nature of the Roman activity encountered during the recent excavation is the 
subject of on-going analysis, although it is tempting to interpret the stone building as 
a bath house. The layout as excavated is consistent with this interpretation, although it 
should be noted that other excavated examples, such as those at Leicester, Silchester, 
Wroxeter and Caerwent (Wacher 1974, 49), all have different ground plans. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to speculate on the function of the excavated rooms, based 
on the plan of the bath house at Chesters on Hadrian's Wall (Johnson 1983, 221). The 
three heated rooms, for instance, may correspond to the warm room (the tepidarium), 
hot room (the caldarium), and hot-dry room (the sudatorium or laconicum), and a 
possible plunge pool represented by the sunken room with the associated drain (Fig 
2). The cold room (the frigidarium) may have occupied the area between the heated 
rooms and the plunge pool, whilst the possible colonnaded area on the north side of 
the building may have served as a changing area. Further consideration is required to 
establish whether this formed an element of a wider complex, such as a mansio, 
situated on the fringe of the settlement. 
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